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criterion to classify the target pixel into the foreground
class as: if    all , p is foreground; else p is
background.

1. Overview of CPB
As an extension of “pixel to pixel” structure, in CPB
we design a “pixel to block” structure to reduce the
time computing and the proposed CPB [1] includes
two processes: training process and detecting process
as shown in Fig.1.

2. HoD modification
2.1. Hypothesis on Degradation
In practice, after a long-time utilization of initial CPB
background model in an unlearned sequence, the
expected relative relation of the pixel-block pair might
be broken. In other words, initial CPB model might
generate a degradation with the passage of time, then
some “noise” might arise in detecting process. Here,
we define such assumption as “Hypothesis on
Degradation” and name the “noise” in detecting
process as “hypothetical noise”: (1) the hole
surrounded by the detected foreground pixels, which
is estimated as the background and we named it
‘NaB’; (2) the dot surrounded by the non-detected
pixels, which is estimated as the event and we named
it ‘NaE’. Fig.2 shows an example of the hypothetical
noise.

Fig.1. Overview of CPB

1.1. Training process
First, we select the blocks which are the highest K
components of the Pearson's product-moment
correlation coefficient  ( p, Q B ) as the supporting blocks
QkB for the target pixel p. For the selected K
pixel-block pairs, we build a statistical model using a
single Gaussian distribution as defined in the
following expression:
 k ~ N  bk ,  k2   k  I p  I Qk ,
(1)
where I p is the intensity of the pixel p at t frame and
I Qk is the average intensity of the block QkB at t frame.
1.2. Detecting process
B
For each pair  p, Qk , a binary function for identifying
its steady or unsteady state can be defined as follows:
B
1 if  p  Qk   bk     k
k  
,
(2)
0
otherwise
where  p  QkB   bk represents a bias in the intensity
difference between the real value and the modeled
parameter b to estimate the steady or unsteady state of
B
each pair  p, Qk  . To further evaluate the state of pixel
p, we introduce a weighting  k into the previous
binary definition. We define the following evaluation

Fig.2. Description of hypothesized noise

2.2. Broken pixel-block pairs detection
Fig.3 describes an overview of the proposed HoD.
First we need to detect the broken elemental pairs in
pixel-block structure of the hypothetical noise. In this
study, we assume that the larger  could hold a higher
weight in the trained pixel-block structure and such
pair would be more likely to affect the state of pixels.
We propose a weight-based decision rule to detect the
wrong pair:
B
if  m   , then p, Qm is broken.
(3)
B
p
,
Q


Where
m is the ‘wrong’ pair, which is unsteady
state of NaE or steady state of NaB. In the case of
NaE, it is defined by use of the total number of
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Fig.3. Overview of HoD modification
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In the other hand, for NaB, it is defined as follows:
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Fig.4. Foreground detection results in illumination changes and
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Table1. Comparison in illumination changes

then we record these broken pairs for the next process.
2.3. Structure modification
Then, we try to exchange the broken pair by new one
which is kept as a spare pair in the training process
and remove the hypothesized noise.
3. Experiments
We compare the proposed CPB and CPB+HoD with
six different foreground detection methods: GMM and
KDE, which are two well-known traditional
algorithms, and four state of the art techniques: IMBS
[2], T2FMRF-UV [3], ViBe [4] and SuBSENSE [5],
especially SuBSENSE is one of the top-ranked
methods in CDW-2012 dataset at present and
T2FMRF-UV is a foreground extraction algorithm
specifically for dynamic backgrounds. Fig.4 shows
examples of foreground detection in the challenges:
illumination changes and background motion,
respectively. Table1 and Table2 list the results of the
performance measurements.
4. Conclusions
We developed a prospective background model with
hypothesis on degradation modification (HoD) for
foreground detection under severe imaging conditions.
It was designed to handle the problem of strong
background changes in reality. With the help of HoD,
we further improve the robustness of CPB and
stabilize the effectiveness in the long-term use.

* Note that red entries indicate the best in measurement, and blue entries indicate the second best.

Table2. Comparison in background motion

* Note that red entries indicate the best in measurement, and blue entries indicate the second best.
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